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Abstract
This paper investigates the problem of embedding a graph into a tree with the same vertex set (a spanning tree in particular),
such that the maximum congestion of the edges is minimized. We calculate exact formulas for the tree congestion and spanning tree
congestion for various families of graphs, including grids and complete bipartite graphs.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Background
The question of cutwidth has been addressed much in the literature because of its applications to networking and
circuit design. Linear cutwidth was ﬁrst considered by Chung [2] in 1988. Since then, she has been followed by others
such as Rios [7] and Johnson [5] who worked with linear and cyclic cutwidths, Clarke [3], Holben [4], and Schröder
et al. [9] who also looked at cyclic cutwidth, and Bezrukov et al. [1], who used a grid as the host graph. We follow
Ostrovskii [6] in using trees as the host graphs, but spanning trees in particular.
2. Introduction
In this paper, G will denote a connected graph with edge set EG and vertex set VG, and T will be a tree such that
VT = VG.
If u and v denote speciﬁc vertices in G, then m(u, v) is deﬁned to be the maximal number of edge-disjoint paths in
G connecting those vertices. Considering all possible pairs of vertices, we determine the maximum over every m(u, v)
and call it mG—that is,
mG = max{m(u, v) : u, v ∈ VG}.
Tree congestion could essentially be thought of as tree cutwidth. We must, therefore, embed G into a tree T, which
means that we begin with the same vertices and connect them in such a way that they form a tree. If we are embedding
into a spanning tree, then we can only connect vertices that are connected in the original graph. For example, if we are
considering the complete graph K4 (Fig. 1), the two trees into which we could possibly embed K4, up to isomorphism,
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Fig. 3. T2.
are pictured in Figs. 2 and 3. The solid lines form the trees, while the dotted lines represent what are referred to as
detours. Each detour Pg is the path in T connecting two vertices that were originally connected by a single edge g in G.
The T-layout L of G is the collection of all detours in a given tree T. In the case of K4 above,
LT1 = {(1, 3, 2), (1, 3), (1, 3, 4), (2, 3), (2, 3, 4), (3, 4)},
and
LT2 = {(1, 2), (1, 2, 3), (1, 2, 3, 4), (2, 3), (2, 3, 4), (3, 4)}.
Looking at a speciﬁc edge h in T, the congestion of L in h is deﬁned as the number of detours in L of which h is a part,
and it is denoted
c(h, L) = |{Pg ∈ L : h ∈ EPg }|.
If we ﬁnd the maximum c(h, L) by looking at every edge h of T, we obtain the congestion of L, denoted
c(L) = max{c(h, L) : h ∈ ET }.
Again, for K4, c(LT1) = 3 and c(LT2) = 4.
Finally, letT be the set of all trees T such that VT =VG, and letS ⊆T be the subset consisting of all the spanning
trees of G. Then the tree congestion of G is the minimum c(L) taken over all possible trees:
t (G) = min{c(LT ) : T ∈T}.
The spanning tree congestion of G is similarly deﬁned:
s(G) = min{c(LT ) : T ∈S}.
Thus, for G = K4, t (G) = min{3, 4} = 3 and (since both T1 and T2 are spanning trees) s(G) = min{3, 4} = 3.
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The following theorem relates these concepts together in order to provide bounds for t (G) and s(G), and we will
use it prominently throughout this paper.
Theorem (Ostrovskii [6]). mG = t (G)s(G) |EG| − |VG| + 2.
3. t (G) and s(G) of some families
This section establishes the tree congestion and spanning tree congestion for various families of graphs. We use
Ostrovskii’s theorem and the bounds it provides in proving many of the equalities below. In addition to the main results,
we note that the upper bound provided by the theorem is tight for both trees and cycles so that it becomes a simple
exercise to compute t (G) and s(G) for these types of graphs. Unfortunately, for the families discussed below, the upper
bounds are very weak and contribute nothing to our arguments. We have chosen to include these in the summary table
at the end, however, to demonstrate this weakness.
3.1. Complete graphs Kn
All complete graphs Kn satisfy mG = t (G) = s(G) = n − 1. In order to get the maximum number of edge-disjoint
paths between vertices u and v, we can count the edge going directly from u to v and then n − 2 more paths that go
from u to another point and then to v, for a total of n− 1 edge-disjoint paths. In complete graphs, all trees are spanning
trees, so t (G) = s(G).
3.2. Complete bipartite graphs Km,n (mn)
Let M denote the left set of vertices, numbered 1, 2, . . . , m, and let N denote the right set of vertices, numbered
m + 1,m + 2, . . . , m + n.
3.2.1. Case 1: m = 1
In this case, G is a tree, so all quantities are 1.
3.2.2. Case 2: m2
• mG = t (G) = n
The maximum number of edge-disjoint paths connecting any two vertices in M is n, obtained by using paths of
length two, with each path using a different vertex from N as the middle vertex of the path. Between any two vertices
of N, we can only obtain m edge-disjoint paths, each of which has a distinct vertex from M as its penultimate vertex.
Likewise, we can only obtain m edge-disjoint paths between any vertex of M and any vertex of N. Since nm, mG =n.
An example of a tree that satisﬁes c(L) = n would be a star graph whose vertex of degree m + n − 1 could be any
vertex of G.
• s(G) = m + n − 2
Let T be a spanning tree for G = Km,n. We know that there is no spanning tree with diameter less than 3 because
a spanning tree of diameter 2 could only have one vertex in M. Then there must be a path in T with length at least 3.
We consider such a path P = (m1, n1,m2, n2) (where mi ∈ M and nj ∈ N ) and we denote its middle edge (n1,m2)
by g. Edge g is used in two detours so far, namely the detours for (m1, n2) and (n1,m2). Also, g effectively splits
these four vertices into two distinct sets, L = {m1, n1} and R = {m2, n2}, such that there is a vertex from M in each
set and a vertex from N in each set. If P is not already all of T, we can build T from this path by successively adding
vertices to L or R. Let v be one of these additional vertices. If v ∈ M and we add it to L, we see that g must be used
in at least one more detour since (v, n2) ∈ EG. Similarly, if we add v to R, or if v ∈ N and we add it to either L or
R, we still get that g is used in another detour. Therefore, for each vertex we add, we add at least one more detour
to the number that g is part of. To build up all of T, we add m − 2 vertices from M and n − 2 vertices from N and
we conclude that g must be part of at least 2 + (m − 2) + (n − 2) = m + n − 2 detours. Thus, in any spanning
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Fig. 4. Spanning tree that minimizes c(L) for Km,n.
tree there is always an edge that is used in at least m + n − 2 detours, so c(L)m + n − 2 for every spanning tree.
Therefore, s(G)m + n − 2.
Because of the above inequality, if we can create a spanning tree with c(L) = m + n − 2, then we will have proved
the desired equality for s(G). We conjecture that the spanning tree where one vertex of M is connected to each vertex
of N and the rest of the vertices of M are each connected to a different vertex of N (see Fig. 4) is a spanning tree that
gives c(L) = m + n − 2. To prove this, we consider the different types of edges in the tree and count the number of
detours of which each is a part.
First we consider edges of the form (1,m + i), 1 im − 1. Such an edge is used:
◦ once for itself;
◦ once for each of the m − 2 detours (m + i, 1,m + j, j + 1), where 1jm − 1 and j = i; and
◦ once for each of the n − 1 detours (i + 1,m + i, 1,m + j), where 1jn and j = i;
so each of these edges is used in 1 + (m − 2) + (n − 1) = m + n − 2 detours.
The next edges are of the form (1,m + i), m in. Such an edge is used:
◦ once for itself; and
◦ once for each of the m − 1 detours (m + i, 1,m + j, j + 1), where 1jm − 1;
so each of these edges is used in m detours.
Finally we look at the edges (i,m + i − 1), 2 im. Such an edge is used:
◦ once for itself; and
◦ once for each of the n − 1 detours (i,m + i − 1, 1,m + j), where 1jn and j = i − 1;
so each of these edges is used in n detours.
Because n2 and m2, we have m + n − 2m and m + n − 2n, so c(L) = m + n − 2 for the spanning tree in
Fig. 4, as we wanted to show.
3.3. Grids Pm × Pn (mn)
When dealing with grids, it is convenient to label each vertex with a pair of coordinates. We let the horizontal
numbering range from 1 on the left to n on the right and the vertical numbering range from 1 at the top to m at the
bottom (see Fig. 5). In addition, it will be useful to consider a sort of dual tree D that will be based on the spanning trees
that we choose. We begin with the original grid G, and we place a dual vertex in each region, with one vertex used for
the entire outer region. In creating the spanning tree, each edge g that is removed is replaced with an edge g˜ connecting
the two dual vertices g had originally separated. A sample grid G, spanning tree T, and dual tree D (indicated by the x’s
and dotted lines) are shown in Fig. 6. For the purposes of this paper, we consider a spanning tree T to be overlayed with
its dual tree D (as illustrated), so that they lie in the same plane and we can talk about their interaction—even though
they are technically distinct objects.
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Fig. 5. Grid coordinate system.
Fig. 6. Dual tree example.
Based on this dual tree, we deﬁne an open path as a path in D, where  may occur as an endpoint only. It is clear
that every dual vertex must be part of some open path that connects to , and D must be a tree (otherwise, either T
would have a cycle or T would be disconnected).
We also deﬁne a dividing path as a path in T that has both of its end vertices on the boundary of the grid. The edges
of a dividing path are called dividing edges. Thus, an interior edge of T (any non-boundary edge) is a dividing edge if
and only if there does not exist an open path from the dual vertex on one side of the edge to the dual vertex on the other
side.
Finally, we establish the following lemma relating detours and open paths, and we use it extensively throughout our
computations.
Lemma. Let T be a spanning tree for a grid G = Pm × Pn, and let g ∈ ET be a dividing edge. Let Q1 and Q2
denote the open paths from the dual vertices on either side of g to , and let l(Qi) denote the length of Qi . Then
c(g, L) = l(Q1) + l(Q2) + 1, where L is the T- layout of G.
Proof. If m = 1, then the result is immediate, so we assume that m2.
At least one of Q1 or Q2 has positive length, so we will assume it is Q1 without loss of generality. Suppose e˜ ∈ EQ1
and e is the corresponding edge in G. Let u1, u2, u3 ∈ VQ1 be dual vertices such that u1 is the endpoint of Q1 lying
next to g (u1 = ), u2 and u3 are adjacent with connecting edge e˜, and u3 is not in the path from u1 to u2 (note that it
is possible that u1 = u2).
Consider Pe, the detour for e. If we remove e˜ from D and put e back into T, T would then have a single cycle
composed of Pe and e. Also, Q1 is now disconnected, with one component bounded by this cycle, so this component
must be the path connecting u1 and u2. But u1 is next to g, so g is part of the cycle or g is part of a path from a
vertex of degree 1 inside the cycle to a vertex on the cycle. Since g is a dividing edge, it must be part of the cycle.
Thus, for each edge e˜ ∈ EQi , there is a distinct detour Pe of which g must be a part, and g is a detour for itself, so
c(g, L) l(Q1) + l(Q2) + 1.
Now suppose instead that g is part of a detour Pf for an edge f of G (f = g), where w1 and w2 are the vertices
of f. Then there must be a path in T connecting one vertex of g to w1 and a path connecting the other vertex of
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g to w2 such that the two paths do not share a common vertex. Again, if we removed f˜ from D and put f back
into T, T would have a cycle (which would cause Q1 or Q2 to become disconnected), so one of Q1 or Q2 must
contain f˜ . Thus, for each detour Pf (f = g) of which g is a part, there is a distinct edge f˜ ∈ EQi for i = 1 or 2,
so c(g, L) l(Q1) + l(Q2) + 1.
Therefore, c(g, L) = l(Q1) + l(Q2) + 1. 
3.3.1. Case 1: m = 1
In this case, G is a tree, so mG = t (G) = s(G) = 1.
3.3.2. Case 2: m = n = 2
G is a cycle, so all quantities are 2.
3.3.3. Case 3: m = 2 or 3, n3
These grids satisfy mG = t (G) = s(G) = 3. First, for P2 × Pn, the vertices of any inner vertical edge have three
edge-disjoint paths from one to the other (the vertical edge itself, a path to the left, and a path to the right), so 3mP2×Pn .
Also, for P3 × Pn, if we remove all of the horizontal edges from the top row and from the bottom row, we leave a
spanning tree in which the horizontal edges are used in 3 detours, the vertical inner edges are used in three detours, and
the vertical boundary edges are used in two detours, so s(P3 × Pn)3. Now mP2×PnmP3×Pn because adding a row
of vertices to a grid G cannot reduce mG, and s(P2 × Pn)3 because removing the top row of vertices and the edges
incident on them from the spanning tree just described leaves a spanning tree for P2 × Pn with no edge used in more
than three detours. Thus, whether m is 2 or 3, all quantities are bounded above and below by 3, to give us the desired
result.
3.3.4. Case 4: 4m = n
• mG = t (G) = 4
Pick two adjacent inner vertices. There are four edge-disjoint paths between them, and there cannot be more than
four because no vertex has degree greater than 4. An example of a tree with c(L)= 4 is a star graph (where any vertex
of G could be the vertex of degree mn − 1).
• s(G) = m
In any given spanning tree T, there exists a dividing path P from (1, 1) to (m,m), and at least one of the vertices
on the path must lie on the diagonal from (1,m) to (m, 1). If we follow P from (1, 1) to (m,m), there is a ﬁrst such
vertex, say (p, q). Every vertex on the diagonal is of the form (r, s) such that r + s = m + 1, so p + q = m + 1
as well.
Consider the edge g on P previous to (p, q) and assume without loss of generality that it is horizontal (since we
could reﬂect the grid over the diagonal from (1, 1) to (m,m) if it were vertical). Then g is [(p − 1, q), (p, q)].
Suppose the open paths from the dual vertices on either side of g to  cross opposite sides of the grid. Then the sum
of the lengths of the two open paths must be at least m − 1, so c(g, L)m by the lemma.
Suppose instead that they cross adjacent sides of the grid. Because P effectively splits the boundary of the grid into
two sets (top and right in one set and bottom and left in the other set), the open path above g must cross the top boundary
and the one below must cross the left, or the open path above must cross the right boundary and the one below must
cross the bottom. In the former case, the open path above is at least q − 1 edges long and the open path below is at
least p − 1 long, so the lemma gives
c(g, L)(q − 1) + (p − 1) + 1
= p + q − 1
= m + 1 − 1
= m.
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Fig. 7. m odd.
Fig. 8. m even.
In the latter case, the open path above is at least m − p + 1 long and the open path below is at least m − q long, so
c(g, L)(m − p + 1) + (m − q) + 1
= 2m − (p + q) + 2
= 2m − (m + 1) + 2
= m + 1.
Therefore, no matter what the spanning tree looks like, we know that there is an edge that must be used in at least m
detours, so s(G)m.
We can always create a spanning tree that gives c(L)=m, so s(G)=m. If m is odd, we create this tree by removing
all horizontal edges from G except the middle row and leaving all of the vertical edges intact (in Fig. 7, the bold edges
are the ones used in m detours). If m is even, the tree is formed by removing all horizontal edges except the middle
two rows and leaving all vertical edges outside those middle rows and only one of the middle edges between the rows
(Fig. 8).
3.3.5. Case 5: 4m<n, m odd
• mG = t (G) = 4
See Case 4.
• s(G) = m
Because of the proof for Case 4, we cannot obtain a lower s(G) by adding more columns of vertices to the grid.
Also, since the same method for creating the spanning tree still gives c(L) = m, we have s(G) = m.
3.3.6. Case 6: 4m<n, m even
• mG = t (G) = 4
See Case 4.
• s(G) = m + 1
Unfortunately, the method in Case 4 for creating a spanning tree with c(L) = m, for m even, causes the central
vertical edge to be used in at least m + 1 detours if m<n, so we need to prove that is the lower bound and come up
with a method that will give c(L) = m + 1.
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Fig. 9. Spanning Tree for Pm × Pn, m<n, m even.
In the computations below, we will ﬁnd the lengths of open paths and apply the lemma to obtain c(g, L) for certain
edges g. Doing these computations, we would see that having more columns of vertices in the grid could not decrease
the lengths of the open paths, so it also could not decrease c(g, L). Because of this, we work with the narrowest grid
possible (G=Pm×Pm+1), prove that c(L)m+1, and present a method for creating a spanning tree with c(L)=m+1
that extends to grids of any width n.
As stated, let G= Pm × Pm+1. In any spanning tree T, there is a dividing path P1 connecting (1, 1) and (m+ 1,m),
and a second dividing path P2 connecting (1,m) and (m+ 1, 1). Assign an orientation to the paths so that the positive
direction for P1 is from (1, 1) to (m + 1,m) and the positive direction for P2 is from (1,m) to (m + 1, 1). P1 and P2
can only intersect one time, either sharing some number of edges or crossing so that a vertex of degree 4 is formed.
Also, P1 and P2 could be thought of as dividing the boundary of the grid into four sets: top, left, right, and bottom.
First we suppose P1 and P2 share some number of vertical edges and let g be the ﬁrst such edge (as we traverse the
paths in the positive directions). Then the open paths to  from the dual vertices on either side of g cannot cross the
boundary on adjacent sides. This is because P1 would force the open paths to cross either the top and left boundaries or
the right and bottom boundaries, but P2 would force them to cross the top and right boundaries or the left and bottom
boundaries, so there is no combination permitted by both P1 and P2. Thus, one of these open paths crosses the left
boundary and the other crosses the right boundary, or one crosses the top and the other crosses the bottom. Either way,
the lengths of the open paths sum to at least m so that c(g, L)m + 1.
We suppose, then, that P1 and P2 do not share a vertical edge, and we assume without loss of generality that the
intersection of these dividing paths occurs in row m/2 or above. If we follow P1 and P2 in their positive directions
away from the intersection, the next edge g1 that is on the middle row of vertical edges must be part of P1, oriented
down, so there is an open path that goes from the dual vertex on the right side of this edge to , crossing the right
boundary. Likewise, if we follow the paths in the opposite direction, the next edge g2 that is on the middle row is part
of P2, oriented up, so there is an open path that goes from the dual vertex on the left side of this edge to , crossing
the left boundary.
Consider these two dividing edges. If there is no other dividing edge between them on that middle row, then there is
an open path from the dual vertex on the right of g2 to the dual vertex on the left of g1, and there is an open path from
each to , crossing the bottom of the boundary with common edge e˜. To determine a lower bound for c(L), we would
like to obtain a lower bound for max{c(g1, L), c(g2, L)}, and this will happen when e˜ is as close to the middle of the
grid as possible. Since m + 1 is odd, we suppose that the corresponding e ∈ EG is
[(m
2
+ 1,m
)
,
(m
2
+ 2,m
)]
.
Then the open paths to  from the dual vertices on the left and right of g2 use at least m/2 horizontal edges and at least
m/2 vertical edges, so c(g, L)m/2 + m/2 + 1 = m + 1. By making this number smaller, we would only increase
the number of detours g1 must be part of to at least this many.
On the other hand, if there is another dividing edge g3 between g1 and g2 on the middle row, then g3 is not part of
P1 or P2 because of the assumptions on P1, P2, g1, and g2. Thus g3 is part of a dividing path such that the open paths
to  from the dual vertices on either side of g3 must cross the bottom boundary. These two paths are each at least m/2
long, so c(g3, L)m/2 + m/2 + 1 = m + 1.
Therefore, since every spanning tree always has some edge used in at least m + 1 detours, s(G)m + 1. Because
the spanning tree formed by removing all horizontal edges except for those in one of the middle two rows and leaving
all vertical edges intact has c(L)=m+ 1 no matter what n is (Fig. 9), we have s(G)=m+ 1 for all grids G belonging
to this case.
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Table 1
Summary of results
G mG = t (G) s(G) |EG| − |VG| + 2
Trees 1 1 1
Cn 2 2 2
Kn n − 1 n − 1 n22 − 3n2 + 2
Km,n (2mn) n m + n − 2 mn − (m + n) + 2
P2 × Pn (n> 2) 3 3 n
P3 × Pn 3 3 2n − 1
Pm × Pm (4m) 4 m m2 − 2m + 2
Pm × Pn (4m<n,m odd) 4 m mn − (m + n) + 2
Pm × Pn (4m<n,m even) 4 m + 1 mn − (m + n) + 2
3.4. Summary of results
Table 1 details all of the results proved in this paper for the various families of graphs.
4. Conclusion
Because of the applications of cutwidth, it would be useful to compare the results of this paper with those obtained
using other host graphs. In some cases, using a spanning tree as the host graph can provide great savings in terms
of congestion. For example, the linear cutwidth of a complete bipartite graph Km,n is either mn/2 or (mn + 1)/2
(depending on whether mn is even or odd), while s(Km,n) = m + n − 2. However, in other cases such as grids, there
are no or only very little savings. Rolim et al. [8] shows that for 2mn,
lcw(Pm × Pn) =
{
2 if m = n = 2,
m + 1 otherwise,
which is very close to the numbers obtained for s(G).
The interested reader would be encouraged to consider other families of graphs, particularly n-partite graphs, three-
dimensional grids, and n-cubes. However, it is not currently known whether the concepts used in this paper would
readily extend to the ﬁrst two of these cases. For the n-cubes, we conjecture that s(Qn) = 2n−1.
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